May 6th, 2018 - Characteristics Dutch is the majority language in northern Belgium being spoken natively by three fifths of the population of Belgium. It is one of the three national languages of Belgium together with French and German and is the only official language of the Flemish Region.

May 11th, 2018 - Classification Elfdalian Belongs To The Northern Branch Upper Siljan Branch Of The Dalecarlian Dialects Or Vernaculars Which In Their Turn Evolved From Old Norse From Which Dalecarlian Vernaculars Might Have Split As Early As In The Eighth Or Ninth Century I.E. Approximately When The North Germanic Languages Split Into Western And Eastern. Word dictionary definition word defined.

May 9th, 2018 - The definition of a word is a letter or group of letters that has meaning when spoken or written.

May 9th, 2018 - Swallow definition to take into the stomach by drawing through the throat and esophagus with a voluntary muscular action as food, drink, or other substances See more.

May 8th, 2018 - Shit definition excrement feces See more. Old English scitan from Proto Germanic skit via North Frisian skitj Dutch schijten German scheissen from PIE skit to cut, split, separate See shed.

May 9th, 2018 - In terms of base hits Jones was three for four on the day. Cricket used as part of a score to indicate the number of wickets that have fallen.

May 9th, 2018 - In the economist volume 408 number 8845 whether modern industrial man is less or more warlike than his hunter-gatherer ancestors is impossible to determine.

May 9th, 2018 - English is an Indo-European language and belongs to the West Germanic group.
Group of the Germanic languages (Old English originated from a Germanic tribal and linguistic continuum along the coast of the North Sea whose languages are now known as the Anglo-Frisian subgroup within West Germanic).